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Well, so much for that. And that.•
This looked nothing like the last two games for the Hawks. But then the Rockets are a better offensive 
team than either Orlando or Boston.

•

The Hawks were made to scramble as Kevin Martin and Kyle Lowry danced through their defense. 
Bibby isn’t out there anymore so that’s on Hinrich, J.J., Teague and Jamal.

•

“We gave up too many dribble-drives, too much dribble-penetration,” Smoove said. “They scored 56 
points in the paint; that’s way too many. I think if we could have closed in some of those gaps and made 
them kick it out to shooters, it might have been a different outcome.”

•

Closing out harder on those shooters, especially Scola, might also have helped. So too would being 
patient and taking better shots so the Rockets couldn’t corral long rebounds and take off running.

•

The Hawks were up 63-49 and in control near halftime but Lowry beat them down the court for an and-1 
and Martin did the same to set up Budinger’s layup. The Rockets kept running in the third quarter and 
the Hawks helped them out with poor shot selection.

•

J.J. opened the period with a missed 5-footer. It would be another 12 possessions before the Hawks 
attempted a shot from closer than 14 feet and they didn’t earn a free throw either. During that time 
Atlanta’s 65-56 lead turned into a 77-77 tie.

•

“At some point you hope that it clocks in to stay with that’s working,” L.D. said.•
The Rockets shot 57 percent from the field, a season high for a Hawks opponent.•
“We didn’t do a great job helping one another,” J.J. said. “We gave up way too many points in the paint. 
We didn’t play inside out defensively and make them make those shots. We made it tough on 
ourselves.”

•

Compare two key possessions for each team.•
The Hawks were down 107-105 after Jamal made a technical free throw. The Hawks called a timeout 
and drew up their “squeeze” play, the set they used to beat Orlando and Toronto when Bibby came off a 
double screen through the lane.

•

Jamal got the call this time but the play ended with him forcing a 3-pointer. “I didn’t catch it clean,” Jamal 
said.

•

“We just didn’t execute the play,” Drew said.•
The Rockets had no such problems on their next possession. Lowry easily got into the lane, Atlanta’s 
bigs helped and Scola simply had to take Lowry’s pass and step into an open 18-footer.

•

Other than a brief stretch in the second quarter, the Hawks didn’t commit to finding ways to score other 
than by jump shot. “They hit a lot of jumpers [in the first half],” Chuck Hayes said. “Out of 60 points, they 
only had 20 in the paint. So they were taking the shots we wanted them to take, they just made them.”

•

The Hawks also scored 15 points from the line in the first half. That aggressiveness faded after halftime 
when they had just four free-throw attempts.

•

“They did just what we said they were going to do: isolations, post-ups and pick-and-rolls,” Rick 
Adelman said. “Then in the second half we came out with a much better effort defensively and then 
down the stretch we switched Courtney [Lee] onto Johnson. He did a great job on Johnson in the last 
three minutes. He made him take tough shots.”

•

Joe scored 25 points on 19 shots and had seven assists. “It felt all right,” he said. “I just tried to get to 
the post and get some easy baskets. They started doubling quick.”

•

J.J.’s three fourth-quarter turnovers included an errant pass that led to Martin’s layup that put the 
Rockets up for good and a palming violation with Atlanta down 103-102.

•

Al made three consecutive baskets in the fourth but otherwise was strangely passive against a team 
with no 7-footers to stymie him. He had just four rebounds in 41 minutes.

•

Josh more than offset some errant long jumpers by scoring 21 points on 16 shots and adding seven 
assists and two steals with just one turnover.

•

Marvin played just 25 minutes. Maybe it should have been more considering his defense and 
willingness to at least try to get to the free-throw line.

•

With Hinrich in foul trouble, Teague logged 20 minutes and was efficient and confident on offense. His 
one miss in five field-goal attempts was a rushed 3-pointer with the Hawks down 112-109.

•
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Not even Teague could stay in front of Martin. “He can score,” Teague said. “That’s what he does. He 
can make shots and he knows how to get to the free-throw line. Somebody that is putting that much 
pressure on you all the time it’s always going to be a tough person to guard.”

•

Drew played just eight guys. Zaza was in foul trouble but none of the other three available bigs played. 
Neither did Damien, though he’s not the answer against the likes of Martin.

•

Lowry ended up with six stitches after a collision with Zaza. He tried to go after Zaza before heading to 
the locker room to get fixed up. “It was a dirty play by him,” Lowry said.

•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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